LIST OF CHARACTERS FOR THE HOST

Expansion pack #1 - 10 optional (2 either, 5 female, 3 male)
These players are all optional and may be played in any combination
CHARACTER

BRIEF BIO

SUGGESTED ATTIRE.

SMOKEY
GARLAND

Smokey Garland is the mysterious jockey of Moon
Ranger, the odds-on favorite in the Louisville Derby
this year. Smokey stands in the shadows and is
known for eavesdropping on others’ conversations.

F: Outlandish sun hat
and semi-formal / formal
attire or jockey costume.
M: semi-formal / formal
suit, bow tie, hat of any
kind or jockey costume.

Jockey, Moon Ranger
Optional Either Gender

Outlandish sun hat and
Binkie Brush is the fun-loving owner of Cyclone of
semi-formal / formal
Terror, the fourth favorite horse in the Louisville
Owner, Cyclone of
attire.
Derby this year. Binkie doesn’t have a serious bone
Terror
in her body and never allows anything to get her
down. No matter the situation, she loves to dance
Optional Female
when music plays and others find that to be quite
charming.
Semi-formal / formal
Lewis Ferdinand is the owner of the uber-aggressive
LEWIS
suit, bow tie, hat of any
horse
Magic
Mane.
He
has
been
accused
of
dosing
FERDINAND
kind.
his horse with performance enhancing medication for
Owner, Magic Mane
each race this season but has yet to have a positive
test. Lewis can be just as aggressive as his horse,
Optional Male
so watch yourself around this multi-millionaire.
Outlandish sun hat and
Tasha Black is the glamorous emergency room
TASHA BLACK
semi-formal / formal
physician at Louisville Memorial Hospital. Tasha runs
ER Physician
attire.
a tight ship in the ER during her shift. Her colleagues
respect her but despise her. Tasha comes from old
Optional Female
money and her family has had a spot-on Millionaire’s
Row since Gotham Downs opened.
Rags to Riches used to be the favorite horse for the Outlandish sun hat and
POLLY
semi-formal / formal
Louisville Derby until she was scratched from two
PREAKNESS
attire.
previous stakes races in a row this season. Both
Owner, Rags to Riches
times, it was due to the jockey getting sick during the
final minutes. Polly hired a new jockey for this race,
Optional Female
so there is no telling what will happen with this
undefeated horse. Polly seems to be handling the
stress well.
Outlandish yet nerdy
Sally Spires is the nerdy owner of Pilgrim
SALLY SPIRES
sun
hat and semi-formal
Promenade. Known for her love of Thanksgiving,
Owner, Pilgrim
/ formal attire.
Sally is an amateur chef and wannabe reality
Promenade
television star. She has auditioned for every cooking
show on the air and hasn’t been chosen yet. She is
Optional Female
considering making her own cooking show.

BINKIE BRUSH
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CARL
CANNONADE
Owner, Champagne
Caviar
Optional Male

R.C. KING
Horse Trainer, Moon
Ranger
Optional Either Gender

MEL JONES
Horse Trainer, Itsy
Bitsy Mitzy
Optional Female

ERIC EBONY
Owner, Utopia
Optional Male

Carl Cannonade is the dashing owner of
Champagne Caviar. Carl’s horse is a mid-runner for
the Louisville Derby, so anything can happen the big
day of the race. Carl is a constant one-upper to his
friends in the elite inner circle, so people tend to
avoid Carl at all costs.

Semi-formal / formal
suit, bow tie, hat of any
kind.

R.C. King is the highly sought-after professional
horse trainer who has won a Triple Crown, four
Louisville Derbies, six Oak Hill Stakes, and five
Kentucky Preakness’s. This year, R.C. is training
Moon Ranger, who is the odds-on favorite in the big
race.
Mel Jones is the horse trainer who wears a constant
cloud of bad luck. Mel is great with horses and has
trained them her entire life, as she grew up in a
family of jockeys. However, Mel’s horses have never
won a race. Mel is the trainer for Itsy Bitsy Mitzy.

F: Outlandish sun hat
and semi-formal / formal
attire.
M: semi-formal / formal
suit, bow tie, hat of any
kind.

Utopia is a long shot horse this year at the Louisville
Derby. Eric Ebony is the debonair owner who spews
compliments to everybody in his hearing range. Eric
is great to be around, but his flattery starts to sound
phony after a short while.

Semi-formal / formal
suit, bow tie, hat of any
kind.
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Outlandish sun hat and
semi-formal / formal
attire.

